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find they’re able to deal more effectively with problems and worries.
s Act LIKE AN OPTIMIST Research
has shown that activating the muscles used for smiling—by holding a
pencil between your front teeth, for
example—can boost your mood. In
the same way, adopting the behavior
patterns of optimism, even if they are
not natural to you, will go a long
way toward cultivating a sunnier
joy and wonder, exceed negative
nature. Try the following…
emotions, such as anger, disgust,
'IVE IT A GO Optimists are not
fear, sadness and shame, by a raafraid to take risks or try things
tio of three to one. While you can’t
out. Unsuccessful results tend to
eliminate all problems and negativbe viewed as learning experiences
ity in life, you can offset them with
rather than failures. And optimists
an ample supply of things that make
are game to try again. Example: Go
you feel good.
ahead and apply for your dream job.
Think about simple
If you don’t get it, you
things that make you
will be disappointed
Optimism 101
feel positive. Maybe it’s
but will learn from
Optimists tend to be:
petting a dog, listenthe experience so you
s 0ROACTIVE They take can try again.
ing to music, working
" E F L EX I BL E  Do
out or meeting a friend action and get things done.
s 0ERSISTENT They pur- something new—
for coffee. Make an effort to include some of sue goals and try again after even if it’s as minor
as taking a different
these things in your failure.
s #REATIVE If one ap- route on your morndaily routine—and jot
down your positive proach fails, they find an- ing run or chatting
with a neighbor you
experiences in a note- other one.
s #ONFIDENT They ex- usually pass by with a
book to reinforce them.
s ,IVE IN THE PRESENT pect things to work out in nod. Each positive alIncreasing evidence the long run.
teration in your rouCrucial: Optimists tend tine, no matter how
shows that mindfulness meditation—a to notice and focus on the small, helps to retrain
practice in which you positive things in their world, your brain and builds
become more aware of such as rewarding experi- the flexibility and creyour own sensations, ences and possibilities, rath- ativity that characterthoughts and emo- er than the negative.
ize optimism.
4AKE COMMAND
tions without judgOptimists tend to feel a sense of conment—not only relaxes and calms
trol over their lives, which has been
your mind, but also boosts your
shown to reduce stress and provide
ability to curb negativity.
What to do: Take a 10- to 15-minother health benefits. Best: Increase
ute break for mindfulness meditayour sense of control in small steps.
tion several times a day. Turn off the
For example, if you’d like to have
phone and close your door, or take
fewer interruptions at work, you
a walk in the park. Devote this time
might start by curbing the number
to tune in to the thoughts and feelof times you check your e-mail—set
ings that pass through your mind
aside specific times to review it, and
and body. If upsetting thoughts
don’t look at it any other time.
Important: Recognize each small
enter your mind, don’t dwell on
advance so you’ll gain confidence to
them—let them simply drift away.
make other changes that will help
After adding mindfulness mediyou feel more in control.
tation to their routines, most people

Even You Can
Become an
Optimist!
Start now for better health
and a longer life.
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ptimists generally are
more successful at most
things in life—from
business to personal relationships—than pessimists. And
they probably have more fun, too.
But even more importantly, there’s
now scientific evidence that optimists are healthier and live longer.
Recent study: A 2012 Harvard
School of Public Health study
found that optimistic individuals
had up to 50% less risk of having
a first heart attack, stroke or other
cardiovascular event than their less
optimistic peers.
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Many people believe that outlook or disposition, be it gloomy
or sunny, is something you’re just
born with. To some extent, that’s
true—a person’s brain tends to be
wired either toward optimism or
pessimism. But these tendencies
are reinforced by mental habits.
Latest research: By changing how
you think, live and act, it’s actually
possible to change your disposition.
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Here’s how you can train yourself
to be more optimistic using positive emotions and experiences…
s 7HAT MAKES YOU FEEL GOOD Research shows that people exhibit
flourishing mental health when
positive emotions, such as hope,
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